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Inter-Swarm Content Distribution
Among Private BitTorrent Networks
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Abstract—Private BitTorrent (PT) is a new trend in Peer-
to-Peer file sharing system, which provides high incentives for
its users to seed after download by maintaining an upload-to-
download ratio in the tracker for each registered community
member. From the data we collected from six active PT sites, we
discover that the population of both users and contents in any
single PT site is much less than the public BitTorrent, and the
intersection of content sets in different PTs is quite small. Based
on this observation, we propose a content sharing/distribution
framework among PTs (named CrossPT), as well as its sharing
mechanism. In addition, we investigate the sharing strategy of
the PT participants in CrossPT using game theory and the
fetch strategy by modeling the scenario to a Neighbor Selection
Problem (NSP). We prove NSP to be NP-complete and propose a
heuristic algorithm to solve it. The evaluations with the input of
crawled data from six PT sites demonstrate the efficiency of our
mechanism. The content sizes of the six PT sites can be increased
by 113.95%-438.46% with CrossPT. Also, the content distribution
process can be done in less than one second, excluding the
delivery time of the content itself.

Index Terms—Private BitTorrent, P2P networks, content dis-
tribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

PEER-to-Peer (P2P) networking is a distributed and self-
organizing architecture that processes the tasks among

peers. The peers constructing the P2P network nodes play the
roles of both resource providers and resource consumers in
the network, while a node is either a server or a client in a
traditional centralized Client-Server (CS) model [1]. The P2P
network is quite successful and its traffic nowadays starts to
dominate the Internet. It has been reported in [2] that P2P
networks collectively have accounted for roughly 43% to 70%
of all Internet traffic depending on geographical location. It is
confirmed by the Cisco recently that P2P traffic is still the
largest share of Internet traffic today [3].

One of the most important application of P2P system is file
sharing. BitTorrent is one of the most commonly employed
P2P file sharing protocol for transferring large amount of files
over the Internet and the huge amount of popularity gained
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by the BitTorrent can be substantially attributed to its efficient
and scalable resource allocation. When requesting content, the
tracker in a BitTorrent files sharing system provides a list of
peers containing that content. Originally, a public BitTorrent
tracker accepts everyone to connect to it. So, it is easy
for people to join such a public BitTorrent community and
download their interested contents. However, in such a setting,
there is no incentive for peers to stay in the system to seed
after the download is completed (as we called this problem
“free-riding”) from a public BitTorrent community.

Recently, the emerging of Private BitTorrent Communities,
also known as the BitTorrent Darknets or Private Track-
ers (PTs), is a good practice of P2P content distribution
system [4]–[6] to increase seeding. A PT community only
opens its registration to a limited number of invited users
and the tracker maintains an upload-to-download ratio (i.e.,
sharing ratio) for each registered community member. Only
the members, whose sharing ratios are above a predefined
threshold, are allowed to download in the community. Such a
Sharing Ratio Enforcement (SRE) policy provides incentives
to members to keep seeding after downloading.

In general, private PTs well solve the free riding problem
in a single community. However, the number of contents in a
single PT network is quite small compared to a public BitTor-
rent community. Even the largest PT network, the number of
contents in it ( which is 612, 012) is one magnitude less than
the number in the public ecosystem (which is 4, 111, 837), as
shown in [4]. In the other hand, the overlap of the contents
in different PTs is very little. This fact is demonstrated by
four very large PTs in [4] and six randomly selected PTs in
our study (details will be shown in Section II). As a result,
it is not uncommon that a single person struggles to register
in several PT communities as so to enlarge the probability to
obtain his/her interested files. Since the invitations of a PT
community are quite limited, it is not easy to have accounts
in a large number of PTs. If only a person registers only in
one community and could obtain the contents in other PTs,
just like how Internet works today: we connect to the Internet
in a domain by an Internet Service Provider (ISP), and besides
the sites in the same domain, we can access to others in any
different domains through inter-domain routing. In this paper,
we advocate a framework to share the contents among PT
communities while keeping the flexibility and freedom for
each PT network by setting their own strategies.

Although previous investigations on PTs have provided re-
markable results through measurement, modeling and simula-
tion, they mainly focus on the intra-swarm efficiency/behavior,
and to the best of our knowledge, no previous attention has
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been received on the inter-swarm resource sharing among
PTs. The authors of [4] showed that there are over 900
private BitTorrent communities in the Internet and compared
public tracker sites and PTs comprehensively from macro-
scopic, medium-scopic and microscopic perspectives through
measurement study. The investigation in [7] has presented
extensive measurements of over half a million peers in two
public and three private BitTorrent communities. The main
findings are 1) the download speeds in private communities
are 35 times higher than in public communities, 2) more
peers are connectable, 3) the seeder/leecher ratios are at
least 10 times as those in public communities, and 4) peers
seed for a significantly longer duration. The literature [8]
studied 13 PTs and 2 public tracker sites from the metrics
of user viscosity, torrents evolution, user behaviors, content
distribution, etc. The paper traced 17 private trackers, 2 public
trackers and 1 BitTorrent search engine for 6 months [6], and
it was indicated that private trackers have highly levels of
member and torrent engagement. The same authors further
introduced Predator-Prey model in ecology to analyze and
achieve the stable Seeder-to-Leecher Ratio (SLR) range to
solve Poor Downloading Motivation problem [5]. The PT’s
SRE is studied in-depth in [9], which pointed out that PTs
are more incentive and effective for members to seed/upload
in terms of a game theoretic model and further proposed
an upload entropy scheme to prevent collusions. Zhao et al.
combined related behaviors to a single lifecycle and proposed
a model on the swarm evolution to show the long term
characteristics [10].

We have made three main contributions in this paper.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to advo-

cate content sharing among PTs and have successfully
proposed a framework called CrossPT for the task.

• Detailed theoretical analysis is deduced to study the
strategies of each PT that plays in CrossPT.

• With the help of measurement study, we have collected
data from six active PTs. The evaluations are performed
based on the data and demonstrate the efficiency of
CrossPT. The content sizes of the 6 PT sites can be
increased by 113.95%-438.46%. And, the content distri-
bution process can be accelerated a lot.

The reminder of this paper is organized as the following.
Section II describes our measurement results on 6 PT net-
works, which disclose the problem addressed in this work.
In Section III, we propose the framework of CrossPT to
support efficient content sharing among PT networks and in
Section IV, we analyze the strategies of PTs joining CrossPT.
The evaluation results based on crawled data from active PTs
are presented in Section V, which show the correctness of our
analysis and the efficiency of the proposed framework. The
discussions are given in Section VI. And finally in Section VII
and Section VIII, we present the related work and conclusion
remarks of the paper.

II. MEASUREMENT AND PROBLEM

We have crawled data from six PTs for about three months
from Dec. 7, 2011 to Mar. 3, 2012. The dataset is used
to verify the poor sharing problem among PTs and to later
evaluate the framework/mechanism proposed in this paper.

The statistical information about the dataset we obtained is
demonstrated in Table I. As the consideration on privacy, we
omit the names of the sites in the paper and instead, we use
PT1-PT6 to identify them. Each PT site has its own taxonomy
of content categories. In order to make a uniform comparison,
we classify the contents into four types by grouping some
of their original categories1: “video”, “Music”, “Game” and
“Others”. Obviously from the table, contents of category
“video” are the majority according to either the number of
torrents or the volume of the files except PT5. Although the
number of the videos is less than the number of music in
PT5, videos still dominate the file volume. Overall, about
65.22% of the contents are videos, which occupy 80.99% of
the storage to keep all of these contents. The variance of file
volume is between 51.72% to 90.89% among these six PTs.
The “Music” category is the second largest one in most of
PTs (PT1-PT5), which shows 23.13% of the files containing
12.24% of volume. The distribution and the percentage of
other kind of content can also be easily calculated by Table I.
We depict the daily increase of the contents in the six sites in
Figure 1. Both the number of contents and the size of contents
show an increase trend.

With the above data collected from active PTs, we check the
occurrence of same contents in different PT sites. To identify
the same contents in different PTs, we employ two methods.

First, each torrent has a unique fingerprint called an ”info-
hash”. This infohash value is utilized to ensure the completion
of content download to be uncorrupted. So if the files have the
same infohash, they are definitely the same contents. However,
PT sites may make minor modifications to the original content
(e.g., adding watermark of the sites), and the infohash value
could be changed. Although these minor modifications are
made, it is proper to still consider that these revised ones carry
the same contents with the original ones, as [4] did. With this
purpose, we have the second method based on the principle
that classifies the torrents with the same content name and
similar size of the same contents. Please note that the content
name is extracted from the file name but it is not the same
as the file name. The torrent title usually contains, taking
videos as example, the video name, the date, the codec, etc.
So we need extract the real content name from a torrent’s
title before we comparing the content size and picking out the
same contents. The detailed algorithm to extract the content
name and then detecting the same content is described in
Appendix A. Table II illustrates the percentage of copies of
the same contents among the six PT networks, or in other
words, over 91.15% of the contents do not have any copies
in other PT networks and less than 8.85% of contents have
occurred at least twice. If one wants to find content in any of
the six PTs, the chance is only 0.0021%.

The measurement results have clearly demonstrated that the
content sharing degree among different PTs is quite low. For
this reason, it is very frequent for the users of a PT community
to encounter the difficulty in finding their interested contents.
In the other hand, the download in public BitTorrent sites is

1Type “videos”, “teleplays”, “documentaries”, “cartoons”, etc. are grouped
as a single group“Video”; “Music”, “MVs” etc. are merged into the type
“Music”; and “PC games”, “PSP”, etc. are all viewed as type “Game”; and
all the categories, like “Software” are classified as “Others”.
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Fig. 1. Daily increase of the contents in six PTs. The left figure shows the number of uploaded contents and the right figure shows the size of uploaded
contents.

TABLE I
THE STATISTICS ON THE DATASET WE HAVE COLLECTED FROM SIX PT SITES

Video Music Game Others
Site # Torrents Size (GB) # Torrents Size (GB) # Torrents Size (GB) # Torrents Size (GB)
PT1 30350 188085.1 5697 14809.4 2194 6119.6 7101 22902.6
PT2 6348 46796.2 1096 3722.6 168 644.8 3493 9099.5
PT3 4573 47949.7 964 4111.4 3 4.36 211 688.7
PT4 10545 105018.8 1363 5117.4 92 416.2 515 1246.9
PT5 187 4032.1 1121 3756.6 3 5.32 2 1.41
PT6 54033 95689.6 1992 302.7 3047 9514.1 1495 59.6

TABLE II
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF THE SAME CONTENTS IN DIFFERENT PT

SITES.

occurrence 1 2 3 4 5 6
% 91.1498 6.3943 1.6941 0.6317 0.1280 0.0021

always slow or the contents disappear soon due to the lack of
seeding incentive. The best way left for people today seems
to be trying to register multiple accounts in different PTs
for what they want. In fact, the situation does not improve
much because of the control over user population and the
less content diversities in a single PT compared with a public
BitTorrent. The population of the users in one PT can not be
arbitrarily large due to the management cost of each user’s
download/upload information. If we could enable the sharing
of contents among the PTs, it could be much easier for users
to get their interested contents and also a PT involved in a
“sharing system” could therefore attract more users.

The idea of building a content sharing system among PTs is
similar as the routing in Internet. The Internet is divided into
a lot of Autonomous Systems (AS), each of which is usually
operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) presenting a
common, clearly defined routing policy to the Internet [11]. An
AS runs an intra-domain routing protocol (e.g., IS-IS, OSPF)
to select the paths along which to send traffic inside its own
domain, and meanwhile it typically has multiple independent
connections to other ASes adhering to its clearly defined
routing policy in the inter-domain routing protocol (e.g., BGP).
The current state of content sharing mechanism inside a PT
or public BitTorrent is just as the function of intra-domain

routing to the overall Internet routing, and what we aim to do
in this paper is to add the missing “inter-domain” part of the
content sharing among PTs.

III. DESIGN OF CROSSPT

In this section, we present the framework of sharing con-
tents among PTs, which is called CrossPT. The high level
framework of CrossPT works in two planes. In the data plane,
CrossPT defines a mechanism so that the data can be trans-
ferred among PT networks and in the control plane, different
PT networks determine their own sharing strategies (how
much contents to share) and fetch strategies (where to fetch the
interested contents) under CorssPT relationships/rules. With
the help of CrossPT, one PT network can connect with several
other PT networks. Its connected PT neighbors are called
friend PTs and this PT network itself is recognized as the
home PT of all its registered users.

A. Data Plane

If a PT network (e.g., PT network A) participants in
CrossPT, when a content requested by its member is not
available in its own community, CrossPT will check this
content with its friend PTs. If this content is verified by a
friend PT network (e.g., PT network B), PT network A will
copy the specific content from PT network B. However, a PT
network originally prevents the download from the outside
of its PT community. To enable the data distribution among
sharing PT networks with only small modifications to current
PT data distribution mechanism, CrossPT allows any two PT
communities to set a tunnel between them for content sharing.
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Fig. 2. Descriptive architecture of the content distribution between two PT communities.

The basic idea is to create a member account in a PT com-
munity for each of its friend PT networks, and the membership
(which we call friend-PT-member) acts as the bridge between
two friend PT networks. Suppose we have two participant PT
communities, A and B. PT network A creates a member for PT
network B (as “b” in Figure 2) and PT network B also allows
a friend member for network A (denoted as “a” in Figure 2).
The friend-PT-member automatically starts to download the
requested content from the friend PT network (as long as the
strategy allows) and then works as the seeder of this content
in its home PT network after completion of the download. For
the example in Figure 2, the home PT networks of “a” and
“b” are PT network A and B, respectively. It is worth noting
that the friend member has a “primary image” in its home
PT networks. It is a logical member account in the home PT
network used to seed the content. As shown in Figure 2, “a′

”and “b′ ” are the primary images of “a” and “b”. Let us
imagine the following scenario for illustration. Suppose that a
registered user (say “s”) in PT network A requests a content
X which its home PT does not have. PT network A checks its
friend PT members in its friend PTs and finds that PT network
B has it. In this case, the member “a” starts to downloads X

from PT network B. Every downloaded bit of X is copied
to the primary image “b′” of “b” and the requested user “s”.
The download process from PT network B is transparent to
“s” and the experience of “s” just like a normal download
from another member “b′” in the same PT community. After
“b′” obtaining 100% of the data, it automatically becomes a
seed. As a result, PT network A now owns the content X.
A friend-PT-member and its primary image together provide
a proxy-like function to connect the two PT networks and
thus it is different from the concept of “super node” in P2P
networks, which is a single node working as both relayer and
proxy servers.

For the ease of implementation, in this paper, we suggest

each participant PT to set a dedicate member for each friend
PT. These memberships and all download from friend PTs can
be physically operated in a single machine/server. Although it
increases the cost for a PT to participant CrossPT, PTs still
have incentive to do so as we presented in Section III-C. Also,
it is possible to select an already existing member acting as
the friend-PT-member. For example, the one requesting the
content only available from other PTs. Such kind of solution
will not bring more traffic for the member, who acts as the
friend-PT-member.

B. Control Plane

Each PT network holds its own list of torrent files. The
whole list of all the available torrents is available to its
registered members, and information of part or all the available
torrents can be shared to other PT networks. A PT network
sets a “sharing strategy” to determine which content to be
shared and only the strategy-compliant torrent information is
visible to other PTs. In addition, a “fetch strategy” is also
applied in each PT network, which selects a PT network to
download since it is possible that the interested contents can be
found in multiple PT networks. CrossPT gives the flexibility
to participant PTs and they can select their own strategies.
Although the detailed sharing strategy and fetch strategy are
left to each PT networks, we can analyze how rational PT
participant select its sharing strategy and study what is the
optimal fetch strategy to a optimal problem. We will discuss
it more in Section IV.

C. Coordination Rule and Incentives

Before we analyzing how a PT selects its own strategies in
the next section, we first present the coordination rules defined
by the CrossPT for the PTs which provides incentive to PTs
to share their contents. A coordination rule among the sharing
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PTs is required to guarantee the rights and benefits of each
PT network. Similar as the incentive stimulating mechanism
in a single PT, a download-to-supply ratio (R) is recorded
for each of the PT participant. Differently, there is no central
controller to maintain such information. Since one PT knows
how much a friend PT has download from itself and how
much it has retrieved from a friend PT, a list of R can be
maintained in each PT network for all its neighbors friend PTs.
Two neighbor friend PT networks freely exchange content
between them if the download-to-upload ratio is less than a
predefined threshold T . And if one of them downloads too
much (i.e., R > T ), its further request on sharing would
be ignored unless they could upload more first. We call the
relationship of the two friend PTs applying this rule as peering
relationship (two more flexible relationships are discussed in
Section VI). With this strict rule, in the initial state, no one
can download and thus no one could provide contents. So a
bootstrap would trigger in the initial: each PT has a small
quantum for download without the calculation of R, after the
consumption of the quantum, the above rule start to apply.

PTs have incentives to join the CrossPT for several reasons.
First, friend PTs have complementary contents, which attract
the interests of PT to get. Second, to download from friends
requires sharing to others before, and this stimulates PT to
provide contents to others. Such a similar mechanism is proved
to be successful in a single PT. Third, the calculation of R

is distributed in each PT and can be verified by all the PT
neighbors. No one can game on the coordination rule. In this
way, the mutual content exchange between the two participants
is relative comparable.

IV. STRATEGIES

In this section, we will provide the method and the analysis
on how PTs select their sharing strategies and fetch strategies.

A. Sharing strategy

Since CrossPT only involves the relationship between two
PT networks, we consider in our analysis a two-player game
between two PT communities, and the game can be defined
as the following.

• Players: PT network A, PT network B.
• Actions: Each network determines the (amount of) con-

tents to be shared. We denote the contents’ amount as
SAB (A provide to B) and SBA (B provide to A).

• Utility: The expected utilities of the parties are UA and
UB .

UA = bA(SBA)− c(SAB) (1)

UB = bB(SAB)− c(SBA) (2)

Where c(·) is the cost function and this function is supposed
to be the same for all the PT networks, and bi(·) is the benefit
that one PT network could obtain from a friend PT network.
The value of downloading from other PT networks can vary
for PTs, so a subscript i is used to denote the differences.
Basically, the choices of the c(·), bi(·) do not affect our
analysis only as long as they are monotonically increasing

Cost
Benefit of  PT A Benefit of PT B 

Benefit / Cost

Content Volume to Share

Fig. 3. Benefit and cost function in the analysis. The shadow area stands
for area of the feasible solutions.

functions of the sharing bytes. Please note that the subtraction
on cost function and the benefit function to achieve utility
function is only meaningful when the two functions’ values
are renormalized to a same unit. Without explanation, the
following formulations of c(·), bi(·) are renormalized.

Since the cost is mainly the bandwidth consumed to upload
the shared contents to others, in the analysis, we define c(·) as
a function that is proportional to the bytes shared with others.
The coefficient a in the following form of the function is a
pre-defined constant.

c(S) = aS; (3)

More downloading surely increases the benefit and the
overall utility, but the benefit reaches the maximum when all
the requested/interested contents are downloaded. So it makes
sense that the desired benefit function is a proportional curve
and remains unchanged after reaching the maximal value.
Formally in this paper, we use the following.

bi(S) = Min{KiS,M}; (4)

The parameter M is normalized to be the same for all
the PTs, which is predetermined to denote for the maximal
benefit. And Ki is also a content parameter that makes the
benefit reach the maximum after all the requested contents
are obtained. That is why PTs have different preferences over
different contents and we use the subscript i of Ki to reflect
the preferences. The two functions are depicted in Figure 3.

After the definition of the cost function of benefit function,
we rewrite utility function of the two PT networks during the
game.

UA = Min{KASBA,M} − aSAB . (5)

UB = Min{KBSAB ,M} − aSBA. (6)

Suppose that S∗
AB and S∗

BA are the Nash equilibrium actions
for PT network A and B in the game. According to game
theory [12], both PT network A and PT network B try to
maximize their own utilities in the Nash equilibrium.

Max. Min{KAS∗
BA,M} − aSAB (7)

Max. Min{KBS∗
AB ,M} − aSBA (8)

Also, we have
S∗
BA/SAB ≤ T (9)

S∗
AB/SBA ≤ T (10)
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Since each of the players aims to maximize his own utility,
it is not difficult to find the Nash equilibrium in Figure 3 as

S∗
AB = S∗

BA =

{
1/KA if KB � KA

1/KB if KA � KB

(11)

It is worthy of noting that the Nash Equilibrium in this case
does not reflect the largest social welfare. The social welfare
of the two-player game in Figure 3 is the sum of the utilities
of the two PT networks. When Nash Equilibrium is met, the
social utility is SUne = (KA+KB−2a)/KA. The largest social
welfare should be SUmax = 2−2a/KB in the case of Figure 3
if KB > 2 and both two PT networks provide content of size
1/KB .

B. Fetch Strategy

For an interested content, a PT network can have several
choices to select a friend neighbor for downloading, and thus
there is a neighbor selection problem (NSP): which friend
neighbors should be selected to download the contents. In
this section, we first formally define the problem and then
propose a method to determine how to select friend neighbors
to download the contents.

Each PT community makes its own decision independently.
Without loss of generality, we formulate the selection behave
of one PT network. We denote the set of interested contents in
all other PT communities as N and the number of such contents
is n = |N|. L is denoted as the set of all the friend PT networks
and l = |L| is the total number of friend neighbor networks.
D = {dj} is used to denote the size of the interested content j
of the PT network. M = {mij} is an indicator variable matrix,
where mij = 1 if the friend neighbor PT network i have a
copy of the content j and mij = 0 otherwise. In the decision
matrix Q = {qij}, qij = 1 if the PT network finally selects to
download from i for the content j and mij = 0 otherwise. The
quantum that the PT network can download from PT network
i is denoted by Si. The NSP can be formulated as follows.

Max.
∑
i

∑
j
qijdj (12)

St.
∑
i
qij ≤ 1 (13)∑

j
qijdj ≤ Si (14)

qij ≤ mij (15)

qij = {0, 1};mij = {0, 1} (16)

In the above problem definition, (12) is the objective that
tries to maximize satisfied demand of the PT network. (13)
indicates that the same content is only downloaded at most
once from some friend neighbor. Next, we give the constraint
on the download quantum on each friend neighbor PT network
in (14). And the constraint in (15) limits the download from
the PT network that contains the interested content j.

Theorem 1: NSP is an NP-complete problem.
Proof:

The above problem can be reduced to the well-known
Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) [13]. The GAP can
be described as follows. Given a number of items (e.g., x)
and knapsacks (e.g., y), each item j has a profit of pij , as
well as a weight wij if assigned to knapsack i. In addition,

Algorithm 1 Heuristic algorithm for NSP
Initial: qij = 0;
sort the requesting contents from the largest to the smallest in the
set N ;
while N is not empty do

j ←− the first element in N ;
remove the first element from N
MaxS = 0;
x = 1;
while x <= l do � Search for the largest Si with content j

if mxj = 1 then
if Sx > MaxS then

i = x;
MaxS = Sx;

end if
end if
x++;

end while
if Si ≥ dj then

Si = Si − dj ;
qij = 1;

end if
end while

each knapsack i has a capacity that the greatest weight it can
carry is ci. The GAP is to assign each item to exactly one
knapsack so that the profit assigned is maximized, without
assigning to any knapsack a total weight larger than its
capacity. To reduce our NSP to GAP, the contents are mapped
to items and the friend neighbor PT networks are reduced
to knapsack. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , l}, w.j = dj . If mij = 1,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , l}, pij = dj , otherwise, we set pij to be zero
or a negative value. In this way, the items (contents) will not
be assigned to a knapsack (friend neighbor PT network) if an
unexpected assignment between them is defined (mij = 0). Till
now, we still have a small gap between GAP and NSP. GAP
expects an exactly assignment of each item (

∑
j
qij = 1), while

the NSP relaxes this constrain to
∑
i
qij ≤ 1. To fill this gap,

an additional knapsack of capacity cy+1 = x is introduced to
the GAP instance, and py+1,j = 0, wy+1,j = 1 for ∀j. With the
above reduction, the solution of qij is also recognized as the
solution of GAP. In this way, GAP and NSP can be reduced
to each other in polynomial time, and since GAP is known as
an NP-complete problem, NSP is also NP. Furthermore, it is
obvious that the verification of NSP can be done in polynomial
time, therefore, NSP is also NP-complete.

To solve NSP, we propose an approximate algorithm. The
heuristic behind the algorithm is that a PT prefers to download
content with the largest size from a friend PT having the
largest rest capacity.

V. EVALUATION

With the help of CrossPT, contents will distribute among
PTs and after such a distribution process, each PT obtains
more contents from its friend PTs. In the evaluation part, we
mainly check two aspects of the performance. First, we aim to
find out how much contents a PT participant in CrossPT could
obtain from other friend PTs. Second, we exam the distribution
delay of the contents over CrossPT. The entire delay consists
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Fig. 4. Content distribution improvement with CrossPT

of the delay in both data plane (content delivery) and control
plane (strategy determine) of CrossPT. The content delivery
time is proportional to the size of the content and we only
perform experiments to show the delay in the control plane.
Again, we use the data collected from the six running PT sites,
whose detailed information has been described in Section II
(Table I). Since most of the contents of these PT sites are
videos according to the statistics in Table I, we carry out the
evaluation experiments on video contents.

In our experiment, each PT keeps a list of all its own
contents (with content name and size) and has knowledge of
the content in other PTs. Each PT first decide how much to
share according to the analysis we derived in Section IV-A,
and then calculate its fetching strategy by solving the NSP
model in Section IV-B. Beside Algorithm 1 proposed to solve
the NSP model, we also compute the solution using general
optimizer LINGO [14]. LINGO seeks the optimal value using
the branch-and-bound technique, which can be viewed as an
exact algorithm. The results from LINGO are employed to
make comparisons with our heuristic algorithm. The improve-
ment of contents diversity in each PT sites are illustrated in
Figure 4 and Table III. The “approximation” in the table stands
for the calculation time using Algorithm 1 and the “exact
alg.” is related to the calculation using LINGO [14]. The
content size of any PT site in our experiment has a significant
increased from 113.95% to 438.46%. The absolute increase
of content is proportional to the original content size of a PT
site (as shown in Figure 4), as we analyzed in Section IV that,
one site will benefit more by sharing more. But the improve
percentage in the size is larger for the sites that has less
content before joining CrossPT (as shown in Table 4). It is
also indicated in Figure 4) and Table III that, the optimization
result using approximate algorithm is quite close to the results
obtained from exact and general optimizer LINGO. Also, we
exam the overlapping content after employment of CrossPT.
Table IV indicate the percentage of contents that appear at
least in x PT sites, where x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Compared with
Table II in Section II, the content sharing degree is improved
a lot. Around 90% of the contents would be included in at
least two PT sites, and more than 80% of the contents would
distributed to half of the PT sites (here is three PT sites in our
experiment).

Fig. 5. Content Distribution Delay before employing CrossPT

TABLE V
COMPUTATIONAL TIME OF THE FETCH STRATEGY.

PT Sites PT1 PT2 PT3 PT4 PT5 PT6
Approximation 4.2 s 5.5 s 5.7 s 5.3 s 5.8 s 2.3 s

Exact Algorithm 164 s 956 s 958 s 284 s 958 s 115 s

In Table V, the calculation time for both our heuristic and
LINGO is presented. The calculation time is sure determined
by the service we used to run the algorithms. In the experi-
ment, we use a server, which is equipped with two Intel E5606
CPUs (2.13GHz, four cores in each CPU) and 32 GB memory.
It is indicated in Table V that the approximate algorithm
accelerates the computation by 39-174 times, compared to the
exact computation using LINGO. Without CrossPT, PTs could
have a small number of contents in common. We compare the
upload time of these same contents in every two PTs and list
the differences of the upload time of a same content. Figure 5
presents statistics of the average and the maximum interval
of uploaded date of the same video on different sites. The
result shows that the average interval is about one to three
months while the maximum interval could be as long as three
years. Although we can not get exact number on the content
delivery speed between any two PTs, the above results can
give us some insights on how much CrossPT could accelerate
the content distribution process.

Furthermore, we implement a prototype system with 3
nodes in Xian (China), Beijing (China), Chicago (US) and
each node plays the role of PT manager, where the requests,
replies are sent and the strategies are calculated. We have a
pool of 20000 contents, and each PT randomly selects part
of them as the initial contents in the PT community. In the
experiment on the prototype system, we aim to check the
total time latency required for a PT to decide its strategy to
request contents from friends. Each PT manager first generates
requests to friend PT for the contents that are not in its own
PT community. On receiving a request from other CrossPT
participants, a PT manager replies a list of requesting contents
it has and the content size. Based on the responses from
friend PTs, the requesting PT calculates its strategy using the
methods proposed in the previous section of this paper. The
measured delay in this experiment is illustrated in Figure 6.
The latency in this small prototype costs only several seconds.
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TABLE III
INCREASED CONTENT SIZE WITH CROSSPT IN EACH PT SITE.

PT Sites PT1 PT2 PT3 PT4 PT5 PT6
Approximation 112.43% 320.84% 299.73% 215.68% 437.65% 261.13%

Exact Algorithm 112.43% 322.17% 301.42% 220.43% 437.65% 266.81%

TABLE IV
OVERLAPPING CONTENT IN DIFFERENT PT SITES. THE PERCENTAGE OF CONTENTS SIZE THAT APPEAR AT LEAST IN x (x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) PT SITE

At least in x sites x = 1 x = 2 x = 3 x = 4 x = 5 x = 6
Approximation 1.0 0.8644 0.8274 0.4975 0.4724 0.0542

Exact Algorithm 1.0 0.9204 0.8589 0.4790 0.4321 0.0536
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Fig. 6. Latency measured in the prototype system

VI. DISCUSSION

Besides the peering relationship we mentioned in Sec-
tion III, two more relationships between friend PT neighbors
can be introduced if “pay for contents” is allowed. The first
one is provider-to-customer relationship. As a provider-to-
customer relationship, the PT network acting as the customer
needs to pay for the contents it copies from the provider
PT network with a price of per unit (the unit can be B,
MB or GB). Also, there can be a more flexible relationship
than peering and provider-to-customer, which we call mutual-
helper relationship. With this mutual-helper relationship, two
participants in fact maintains peering relationship when the
download-to-upload ratio is less than a predefine threshold T .
If one of them wants download more, it needs to pay for the
extra bytes that make R > T .

We illustrate an example for intuitive explanation of the
mutual-helper relationship. Suppose we have a participant PT
network A downloads from another PT network B SBA bytes
and the participant B downloads SAB from the PT network
A. The download-to-upload ratios of the PT network A and
B are RBA = SBA/SAB and RAB = SAB/SBA, respectively
(obviously, RA = 1/RB). If both PT network A and B well
control the ratio between downloads and uploads, i.e., RA < T

and RB < T , the two PT communities freely exchange their
contents. But in case that PT network A wants to download
more from the PT network B over its free quantum, i.e., if
RA = SBA/SAB > T , PT network A needs to pay M(DA −
TDB) to PT network B. Please note that SBA and SAB are
computed once after a fixed time interval to determine the
payment, for example, every week or every month or every
year.

The strategies investigated in this paper indicate that one
can only download the whole content from one neighbor. It is
obvious that the share ratio would be much better if we allow
users to download a same content from different friend PTs.
In order to get the optimal sharing in this settings, we need

to change the definition of qij from {0, 1} binary variable to
a real number variable valued between 0 and 1. The heuristic
developed in this paper can be extended to this problem easily.
However, it is a big overhead for a PT to coordinate the
downloading from different friend PTs.

VII. RELATED WORK

BitTorrent has attracted a large number of academic re-
searches. A big problem in such a P2P file sharing system is
the so-called “free-riding” problem: peers do not contribute
after download [15, 16]. Even several greedy BitTorrent
clients dedicated for free riding have been developed to
optimized the performance of users without upload anything,
e.g., BitThief [17] and BitTyrant [18]. The impact of greedy
strategies in BitTorrent network was studied in [19]. Game
theory has been used to model the selfish behavior of P2P
participants and to solve the free-riding problem [20, 21].
in [20], the authors studied the interaction of strategic and
rational peers with the help of game theory. And [21] proposed
an incentive mechanism based on reputation and model it as an
infinitely repeated game. In the paper of [22], the sharing ratio
enforcement mechanism was investigated and four different
strategies have been proposed to solve the oversupply effects.
The inter-swarm resource allocation mechanisms are studied
in [23], which basically tried to maximize the throughput and
does not solve the sharing problem addressed in our paper.

There are also several literatures working on PTs. M.
Meulpolder et al. have presented extensive measurements of
over half a million peers in two public and three private BitTor-
rent communities [7]. They obtained several observations in
PT communities through their study: 1) the download speeds
are 35 times higher than in public communities, 2) more peers
are connectable, 3)the seeder-to-leecher ratios are at least ten
times as those in public communities, 4) peers seed for a
significantly longer duration. C. Zhang et al. studied more
than 800 PTs based on geography and content distribution in
[4], where they compared public tracker sites and PTs compre-
hensively from macroscopic, medium-scopic and microscopic
perspectives. Z. Liu et al. studied in-depth SRE in PTs [9]
and pointed out that PTs provide more incentives for members
to seed/upload. They also proved that SRE is effective with
the help of a game theoretic model and proposed an upload
entropy scheme to prevent collusions . X. Chen et al. studied
13 PTs and 2 public tracker sites from the user viscosity,
torrents evolution, user behaviors, content distribution and
other metrics [8]. Another work has crawled data from 17
private trackers, 2 public trackers and 1 BitTorrent search
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engine for 6 months [6], and showed that 1) private trackers
have highly levels of member and torrent engagement, 2) the
Poor Downloading Motivation problem is existed. The Poor
Downloading Motivation problem is further studied in [5],
where the authors introduced Predator-Prey model in ecology
to analyze and achieve the stable SLR range [5]. In addition,
Y. Zhao et al. combined related behaviors to a single lifecycle
and measurement peer-to-peer system in the lifecycle based
view [10], they also modeled the swarm evolution to show
the long term characteristics.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A private BitTorrent maintains an upload-to-download ratio
for each of its users, and the ratio is utilized to decide the
content volume that could be downloaded. In this way, the PT
users have strong incentive to seed the contents after down-
loading. However, the maintenance cost of user information
limits the population of a PT BitTorrent site and thus the
contents contributed by the users are a little bit limited com-
pared with a public BitTorrent site. Although there are over
1000 PT sites nowadays, no any content sharing among these
sites are available. In order to remedy the content distribution
problem among PT sites, in this paper, we have proposed
CrossPT as a systematic solution. Under CrossPT framework,
we further investigate the sharing strategy and fetch strategy
of PT participants through game theory and modeling. In
addition, we have collected real torrent information from six
active PT sites, and leveraging the data, we evaluate what
we have proposed. The evaluation results demonstrate the
efficiency of CrossPT in both increasing content diversity and
decreasing content distribution delay.

APPENDIX A
DETECTION OF SAME CONTENT FROM TORRENT TITTLE

AND CONTENT SIZE

Torrent tittle (hereinafter to be referred as tname) cannot
completely represent for content name. The steps for the
extraction are concluded as follows:

1) If tname contains year, then extract substring before the
year from it as new tname. E.g., suppose that tname is
Transformers Dark of the Moon 2011 DVDRip XviD-
TWiZTED. After extracting, tname is changed to Trans-
formers Dark Of The Moon.

2) If tname contains bluray, minihd, dvdrip, bdrip, brrip,
hdtv, tvrip, webrip, hddvd, ***x*** (* represents from
a number?similarly hereinafter), ***p, ****p, etc. (Case
insensitive), then extract substring before them as tname.
E.g., suppose that tname is Transformers Dark Of The
Moon 720p Bluray x264-MHD. Then it becomes Trans-
formers Dark Of The Moon after extracting.

3) If tname contains DVD, rmvb, mkv, iso, mp4, then
extract substring that before them as tname.

4) Extract substring that starts after the last character ] in
tname. E.g., if tname is [Tamas Wells] A Mark On The
Pane FLAC, then it turns into A Mark On The Pane
FLAC after extracting.

After these four steps, the string we get (hereinafter to be
referred as mName) can roughly represent for the content

Fig. 7. Algorithm to classify the same content.

name. In order to increase the accuracy, we use the first
three rules repeatedly. However, the same mName doesnt
necessarily mean the same movie. Consequently, there are
two rules to compare the torrents: the same mName and the
difference between sizes of movies is less than 1% of the size
of each content. The number of torrents is considerable and
we need to compare the contents in 6 sites. As a result, we
should take an efficient algorithm. We can sort the data of
every site by mName, size of files, uploaded date. After that,
find out the minimum data of 6 sites and compare it with
data of other sites. The time complexity is O(n log n), where
n is the number of contents. Flow chart of this algorithm is
as shown in Figure 7.
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